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Abstract
Does a reduction in the discretion of the public buyer through strict regulatory and procedural control make it possible to reduce corruption and increase the efficiency of public procurement? Using a multitasking agency
model, we analyze the interactions between integrity concerns and the performance objective in public procurement. We show that the effect of coercive measures on the behavior of the procurer is counterintuitive. The model
explains that the extrinsic formal incentives (control, sanction) are likely to
produce effects far from those sought not only by reducing the effort to the
performance of the buyer but especially by not acting against the corruption.
These findings challenge some beliefs about the effectiveness of rigid rules
and procedures in fighting corruption and improving public procurement
performance.
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1. Introduction
Public procurement is the process by which a public authority acquires (from
economic operators) goods, services and works required for the realization of
public service missions. The question of their control has always been central to
public policy. This interest is explained, on the one hand, by the growing role of
public procurement in the development of the economy and, on the other hand,
by the managerial practice judged to be corruptive and fraudulent in public
procurement [1]. Indeed, the issue of government procurement raises serious
governance issues: bureaucracy, corruption, fraud and inefficiency [2]. The size
of the sums involved at least 15% of gross domestic product and 50% of public
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expenditure [3] [4] [5], and the constant interaction between public and private
sectors exacerbate these problems.
Faced with these economic stakes and the potential incentive in terms of corruption, the reaction was to frame the public procurement by a body of rigid
procedural rules [6]. The public purchase is thus organized, in detail, at each of
its stages (decision to award a contract, choice of procedure, selection of the
holder, execution of the contract, etc.) and accompanied by sanctions. The rules
governing public contracts are supplemented by those governing the activity of
public authorities and their agents1. This regulatory rigor supported by the
World Bank makes corruption, especially that of civil servants, the core problem
of public procurement [7] [8]. The IMF’s 2005 report states that corruption in
government procurement is the most severe type of corruption [9]. Therefore, to
improve the efficiency of public procurement, the order given is to reduce, or
even eliminate, corruption by increasing the control and monitoring and reducing the discretion of a purchasing agent.
But, is the regulatory and procedural rigor that considerably limits the discretion of the public purchaser ultimately more efficient for the public procurement? In view of the criticism made by the practitioners and through the analysis of the academic literature, one can doubt it. Indeed, the massive body of rules
and oversight structures is deemed ineffective by practitioners and academics to
curb corruption [10] [11] [12] [13]. It would, however, be a source of demotivation of civil servants and undermine the performance of public procurement.
The conviction nurtured and maintained by the World Bank and international
bodies fighting corruption, according to which the problem of public procurement would be the corruption of officials is put back into debate by [14] and
[15]. In particular, these authors criticize the World Bank for not discriminating
between inefficiency and incompetence on the one hand and corruption on the
other hand in the failing management of public procurement.
This article is strongly inspired by these controversies. Two complementary
theoretical arguments seem to provide an explanation for this situation. First,
regulatory rigidity is intended to ensure transparency and to prevent manipulation of the public procurement process by public officials. It is often argued that
improving the transparency of the decision-making process is a cure for corruption [16]. [17] argue that strict procedural rules can be used to align the interests
of the principal and the agent, thereby limiting favoritism and corruption. Then,
since the beginning of the 90’s, the New Public Management calls for a reduction
of the control exerted on the public purchasers. For this stream, the procurement process should be based on the discretion and empowerment of public
purchasers to achieve the goals set by the principal. It argues that the heaviness
and stiffness of regulatory control limit the scope of public officials who react by
adapting risk strategies. This risk leads buyers to focus on compliance with the
formal rules, which is a means to the detriment of the pursuit of economic effiGeneral principles (e.g. legality, notion of general interest), statutory provisions, rules of conduct
(e.g. disinterestedness, probity, discretion.), anti-corruption law and law against illicit enrichment.
1
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ciency, which is a result.
At the first argument is added the pressure increasingly pushed to an instrumental use of procurement [18] [19] [20] [21]. Indeed, because of the economic
weight of the public procurement, it is tempting to use it to fulfill objectives foreign to public procurement. An instrumental use that brings additional stress to
the public purchaser forced to arbitrate between the buying public purpose and
socio-economic objectives and/or policies. Because of multiplicity of objectives,
the effectiveness in achieving a given objective depends on the allocation of effort between the different objectives [22] [23].
By combining the two preceding arguments, two different rationales will underlie the activity of the public purchaser: the legal rationality that carries the
imperative of strict compliance and the managerial rationality that brings with it
an imperative of economic efficiency. However, the literature has not sufficiently
taken into account how government integrity concerns can affect purchasing
agent performance and the effectiveness of government procurement. Following
Segal’s [24] reflection, having to choose between efficiency and the integrity of
public procurement is neither desirable nor tenable. Without efficiency, the public procurement process is unsatisfactory. Without integrity, it loses its legitimacy and cannot last because it is not in the service of the citizen.
This article aims to fill this gap by analyzing how control systems influence
corruption and performance in public procurement. It is particularly interested
in the answer to be given to the question “what is the influence of regulatory and
procedural rigidity on corruption and performance in government procurement?”. The interest is to evaluate the effectiveness of instruments traditionally
used (monitoring, control, sanction) against corruption and for the promotion
of performance in public procurement. To do this, a theoretical model is proposed in line with the principal-agent framework with multitasking developed
by [23]. This model provides tools to analyze the relationships between corruption and performance tasks in public procurement and to predict the agent’s effort allocation. To contribute to filling the gap of theoretical literature, the paper
explicitly takes into account the existence of conflicting objectives that impose
arbitration and different efforts to the public buyer. It redefines and incorporates
in the model the structure of the sanctions against the public buyer contrary to
the previous literature.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The next section presents an arbitration model between integrity and performance in public purchase. The
proposals of the model are discussed. Section 3 analyzes the limitations of the
theoretical formulations. The fourth section concludes.

2. The Formulation of Model
There are different hierarchical levels in the public administration, each with a
certain level of discretion. Generally, three levels exist: the administrative elite,
managers and supervisors, and agents without accountability. They are all part
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of the bureaucratic chain but are not exposed to corruption in the same way. As
a result, the control, oversight and sanctions applied to those are differentiated.
In any public procurement, these three hierarchical levels are found at different
levels of intervention. The administrative elite is at a political decision level and
authorizes spending (budget authorizing officer). Administrative officers (managers and supervisors) are responsible for coordinating and monitoring the implementation of the authorizing officer’s decisions. This corresponds to a technical translation of political decisions. Third level officers are responsible for
operational implementation and are in fact the first point of contact with public
service users.
The procurement can be considered as an agency relationship in which the
contracting authority (the principal) delegates to a civil servant (the agent) the
charge of the operational implementation of the procurement procedures [24]
[25]2. Specifically Klitgaard [24] uses a principal-agent-client framework to explain the phenomenon of corruption where the principal (a policy maker) authorizes his/her agent (an official) to provide services to clients (recipients of
services). In the context of government procurement, the principal delegates his
decision-making and purchasing power to the agent. These decisions, because of
the divergence of objectives that may exist between principal and agent, may not
be in the advantage of the principal.
Under this model, the contracting authority (the principal) has two objectives:
curbing corruption and improving public procurement efficiency [26]. It is assumed that the agent also pursues two objectives: corruption effort for personal
enrichment and public procurement performance effort for public service interest.
It is assumed that strictly compliant purchasing behavior can prevent corruption. In addition, it is assumed that a non-compliance purchase, i.e any deviation
from the rules and procedures, reflects a corrupt attitude on the part of the procurement officer.

2.1. The Model
The model is based on the theoretical framework of principal-agent models with
multitasking pioneered by [23]. By developing their model, Holmstrom and
Milgrom [23] discuss problems related to the substitutability of multiple tasks. A
multitasking situation is a configuration in which the agent has either multiple
tasks or a multi-dimensional task. Intuitively, if the principal wants the agent to
conduct these assigned tasks, he or she must ensure that the incentive mechanism balances the incentives for these activities. Holmstrom and Milgrom, [23]
indicate that incentives direct the allocation of effort between tasks, in addition
to assigning risk and inducing effort.
By this theoretical framework, [23] have uncovered a new source of conflict of
interest in principal-agent relationships that may emerge when the agent is expected to perform multiple tasks at the same time. They pointed out that the fiSusan Rose-Ackerman [25] and Robert Klitgaard [24] are considered the first authors to have established the link between corruption and the principal-agent model.
2
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nal distribution of efforts depends on the one hand on the relations between the
tasks in the utility function of the agent and on the other hand on the system of
devices that the principal establishes to assign the tasks in question (job design)
and to evaluate (evaluation system) and incentive (incentive system) their performance. This basic model will provide us with the tools to analyze the relationships between the objectives and the efforts that they require in the case of
public procurement and to predict on the basis of this analysis the behavior patterns of the principal and the agent.
Kwon [27] developed a similar model based on [23]. He was interested in
public service in general. As a result, his model is a general framework for the
public service. In doing so, the specificity of the public procurement is not taken
into account. Also in his model, Kwon [27] uses the market wage as a penalty,
assuming that the dismissal of the corrupt agent allows him to return immediately to employment in the private sector. This assumption is far from realistic
because, apart from the loss of employment and the direct income attached to it,
there are indirect losses. In addition, the model we propose differs from that of
Kwon [27] by the basis of the sanction. We consider that the penalty only relates
to the deviation from the norm while [27] assumes that all control is followed by
a global penalty. This assumption is contrary to the current practice in the public
service in general and in the area of public procurement in particular.
In the model developed below, the public official is supposed to pursue a set of
tasks, which Simon [28] calls “types of possible behavior”, which identifies itself
with the qualification of the agent in question. Each particular behavior symbolizes “a set of tasks executed with the same level of detail, intensity”. The two
tasks pursued by the agent in the management of the procurement process are
the corrupt transaction for his private benefit and the performance of the public
procurement for the benefit of the public service. The private benefit derived
from corruption is a function of the effort spent to achieve corruption. Formally
B = bec .
In line with the pessimistic view of regulatory power vis-à-vis the public official [29], that the agent is supposed to derive personal benefit by not strictly adhering to the rules and procedures. In other words, it is assumed that the agent
necessarily withdraws a personal monetary benefit by deviating from compliance rules. This leads us to accept the hypothesis of risk aversion for agent
and risk neutrality for the principal. It is further assumed that procurement efficiency is a function of the level of performance effort spent. Hence the notation =
P pe p + ε , where ε represents the standard error term of mean zero,
b and p are respectively the marginal productivity of the corrupt effort and
the marginal productivity of the effort to the performance of the public service.
The efforts of the agent are not known but their consequences are measured
by the conduct of the purchasing process. The principal cannot observe the corruption effort ec nor the performance effort e p , nor the bribery B , because
corruption being by definition an occult transaction. This creates an information
asymmetry between the agent and the principal. However, it is assumed that the
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performance effort for procurement P can be observable and verifiable thanks
to the level of performance achieved.
In addition, it is possible to detect a case of non-compliance by means of audits with a probability q . If such a case is revealed, the agent is sanctioned. It is
assumed that because of complexity of the legal framework, the agent is always
required to take a non-compliant act in the context of the awarding of contracts.
Which induces a level of optimal non-compliance always positive ec∗ . q is the
probability of agent being audited, and we assume that ec∗ is always positive,
suggesting that at each audit the agent will be sanctioned. Which is tantamount
to saying that the probability of sanction is equal to q .
To remain in the logic of the public service, it will be supposed that the sanction causes a loss of income in all generality. This simplification does not obscure the fact that in public administration, in particular public procurement,
behavior that is considered deviant or non-compliant may give rise to different
types of single or cumulative isolated sanctions depending on the degree of seriousness of the offense deviant act. This may include the prohibition of the
agent from participating in any procurement activity, criminal and/or financial
penalty or dismissal from the public administration. In all cases, the penalty of
any kind (increase of function, dismissal, pecuniary/penal sanction) induces a
direct or indirect loss of income. Consequently, it is logical to assume that the
penalty F is a function of income and fault =
F q (1 − ρ ) W where ρ ∈ [ 0,1]
is compliance level reached or achieved and reflects the fact that the penalty
covers only the deviation from the norm.
The utility function of the agent can then be summarized as follows:

U =(1 − q )(W + B ) + q (1 − ρ ) W − C ( ec , e p )

(1)

W is the salary received as a civil servant responsible for procurement con-

tracts. We assumed q to be the probability of the agent being caught for
non-compliant and sanctioned behavior. As a result, he has a chance 1 − q that
his behavior is not detected because unaudited. In this case, the total gain of the
agent is the sum of his salary and the product of his deviant behavior (W + B ) .

The use of effort and time by the agent produces a disutility expressed by the
personal cost function3. We consider a quadratic personal cost function. Examples of authors using quadratic cost functions include Rob et Zemsky [30], Socorro [31] et Martimort et Pouyet [32]. It is assumed that the cost function is

strictly increasing and convex in his arguments ( C ′ > 0 , C ′′ > 0 and
1
1
C ( 0, 0 ) = 0 ). Hence the cost function is: C ( ec , e p ) = e 2p + ec2 + γ e p ec , where
2
2
2
∂ C ( ec , e p )
ensures that tasks of corruption and performance are
γ ∈ ]0,1[ =
∂ec e p
The concept of personal cost may be broader than the agent’s only “expenditure” of time and effort
(which has its alternative value in other activities in which he can invest). It also includes the emotional, psychological and mental costs associated with a tension between the nature/structure of the
task the agent is expected to perform and his/her personal preferences or, in other words, his or her
intrinsic motivations for carrying out a particular task.
3
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mutually substitutable relative to the agent personal cost.
Increasing effort for one activity increases the marginal cost of doing the other. The fact that the increased effort for a task increases the personal cost more
than one might expect in the case of a single activity adversely affects the productivity of the agent.
Compensation W perceived by the agent is composed of a basic salary K ,
constant, which is the categorical salary and an allowance depending on his performance attitude to the purchase β P . β can be interpreted as the strength
of the motivation of the agent. As a result one can write the remuneration W
as following: W= K + δβ P . Assume with Murdock [33] that δ is a measure
of the intensity of the agent’s commitment to the public service. A high δ indicates that the agent is heavily engaged, while low δ indicates a low level of
commitment to one’s job. It is further assumed δ ≥ 0 , which means that the
public official is naturally motivated to be productive rather than destructive to
the public service [34]. In other words, if his commitment to service is strong, he
is less inclined to engage in a corruptive transaction.
The problem of the agent, thus posited, is reduced to a maximization of its
utility:
max (1 − q )( K + δβ P + B ) + q (1 − ρ )( K + δβ P ) − C ( e p , ec )
e p , ec

(2)

Replacing B , P and C by their respective expression, the program of
maximization of the agent becomes :

(

max=
U max (1 − q ) K + δβ ( pe p + ε ) + bec
e p , ec

e p , ec

)

1
1

+ q (1 − ρ )  K + δβ ( pe p + ε )  −  e 2p + ec2 + γ e p ec 
2
2


(3)

The conditions of first order are:

∂U
= b (1 − q ) − ec − γ e p = 0
∂ec
∂U
ec 0
= δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − e p − γ=
∂e p

(4)
(5)

From (1):
ec = b (1 − q ) − γ e p

(4’)

1

b (1 − q ) − ec 
γ

(4’’)

δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − e p 
γ

(5’)

=
ep
From (2):

=
ec

1

e p δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − γ ec
=

(5’’)

Equalization of (4’’) = (5’’) gives:
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e p = e p ⇒ δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − γ ec =

1

b (1 − q ) − ec 
γ

⇒ γδβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − γ 2 ec = b (1 − q ) − ec

)

(

⇒ ec 1 − γ 2 =(1 − q )( b − γδβ p ) + γ qδβ p (1 − ρ )
⇒
=
ec∗

(6)

1
(1 − q )( b − γδβ p ) + γ qδβ p 
1− γ 2 

Equalization of (4’) = (5’) gives: ec = ec

1

δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − e p  = b (1 − q ) − γ e p
γ
⇒ δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − e p= γ b (1 − q ) − γ 2 e p
⇒

(

)

⇒ δβ p (1 − q ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) − γ b (1 − q ) = 1 − γ 2 e p
From where:

=
e∗p

1
(1 − q )(δβ p − γ b ) − qδβ p (1 − ρ ) 
1− γ 2 

(7)

2.2. Model Predictions
The propositions derived from the model resolution have formulated on the basis of optimal values of corruptive effort ec∗ and the performance effort of the
public procurement e∗p .
A first proposition highlights the effect of increased control (regulatory pressure) on corruption and the performance of the procurement (Proposition 1).
Another set of propositions addresses the conditions under which motivation
for performance (Proposition 2) and the effect of agent discretionary margin
(Proposition 3) influence downward effort and effort performance up. A fourth
proposition involves the effect of the intensity of motivation on the corruption
effort and the improvement of performance. The last proposition focuses on the
influence of the compliance level on corruption and performance in government
procurement (Proposition 5).
Proposition 1: Control only detects big corruption. On the other hand, any
control leads to a decrease in the performance effort, which is therefore detrimental to the efficiency of public procurement.
The expression of the optimal effort of corruption effort ec∗ suggests that an
increase in the probability that the agent is controlled or the number of control
which it is exposed has an ambiguous effect on the corruption effort. Indeed,
∂ec
1
=
the sign of expression
[ 2γδβ p − b] is depending 2γδβ p − b . Fur∂q 1 − γ 2
thermore

∂ec
< 0 if b > 2γδβ p . The effect of increased control over the
∂q

corrupt effort is not obvious. In fact, control only reduces the corruption effort
when the marginal benefit of the corruption effort is significant. In other words,
this can be interpreted as the fact that control only makes it possible to detect the
great corruption in which the sums involved are important. On the other hand,
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the influence of the control on the effort to the performance is unequivocal.
∂e p
Indeed =
δβ p ( ρ − 2 ) < 0 under the assumptions about the parameters δ ,
∂q

β and p .
This suggests that focusing on the fight against corruption in public procurement may reduce the effort to bribe public officials only under certain restrictive
conditions. On the other hand, it has an obvious perverse effect on the agent’s
performance effort. Clearly, control appears as a limitation of the discretion of
the public official which results in a loss of productivity of the performance effort.
Proposition 2: High control reduces the performance of government procurement
The effect of motivation is measured by the partial derivatives of optimal
∂ec
γδ p
1
2q − 1) < 0 ⇒ q <
efforts of corruption and performance=
2 (
∂β 1 − γ
2
Increased motivation for performance can have a positive effect on the fight
against corruption. To do this, the probability of control must be less than 0.5.
This result confirms the perverse effect of control on the performance of the
∂e p
δp
public service =
( ρ − q ) > 0 si ρ > q .
∂β 1 − γ 2
Increasing the motivation for performance induces a high performance effort
if the level of compliance achieved is strictly greater than the probability of control. In other words, the motivation of the agent causes him a high performance
effort, if ρ the level of compliance reached is strictly greater than the probability of detecting deviant behavior.
Proposition 3: Discretion has a positive on the performance effort only when
the number of control is low
In the model, p is a measure of the public official’s discretion. Thus, an increase in the discretion of the agent reduces the effort devoted to corruption.
Indeed, the partial derivative of the corruption effort with respect to discretion is
 ∂e

1− q
negative  c =
−γδβ ) < 0  . On the other hand, there is a lack of
2 (
 ∂p 1 − γ

evidence of the impact of increased discretion on the performance effort
 ∂e p

1
δβ (1 − q ( 2 + ρ ) )  . The effect of discretion is positive if and only if
=

2
p
∂
1
γ
−



1
. Or by assumption 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 . Therefore, ρ = 1 satisfies the condi2+ ρ
1
tion. In that case, q < . This can be interpreted as follows. Increased discretion
3
q<

has the expected positive effect on the performance effort only when the number
of monitoring is low. A high number of controls would act in contradiction with
the discretion by not allowing it to express itself.
The third interesting effect that can be drawn from discretion is its effect
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crossed with that of motivation. Indeed

∂ec
γδ
=
−
< 0 . This means that
∂p∂β
1− γ 2

the more discretion an agent has, the more effective the motivation for performance is in reducing the corruption effort. The resulting lesson is that the managerial flexibility left to an agent can be more effective in reducing corruption
than the direct control/monitoring measures usually applied.
Proposition 4: The buyer’s commitment to public service has a positive effect
on the performance of procurement contracts.
Engagement intensity measures the agent’s level of satisfaction with their service and can be used to gauge their willingness to improve public service performance. It has been assumed that δ ≥ 0 , reflecting the fact that the agent is
strongly engaged by his service and will tend to be productive rather than destructive.
The effect of the intensity of commitment on the performance effort is given
∂e p
∂e p
βp
by
> 0 is like 1 + q ( ρ − 2 ) > 0 . If
=
1 + q ( ρ − 2 ) ) . Therefore
2 (
∂δ
∂δ 1 − γ

1
an increase in the degree of commitment to the service causes an in2−ρ
crease in the performance effort.
q<

The relationship between the level of commitment and the corruption effort is
given by the partial derivative of the corruption effort in relation to the intensity
∂ec
γβ p
=
parameter of the commitment
( 2q − 1) . This expression is negative
∂δ 1 − γ 2
1
.
2
Proposition 5: The level of compliance, otherwise the degree of compliance

if and only if, given the assumptions about the different parameters, q <
with the formal rules, has no effect on corruption.

The compliance gap with respect to rules and procedures is defined as 1 − ρ
with ρ being the level of compliance. The model assumed that only the deviant deviation observed is penalized. As a result, it is expected that the level of
compliance achieved will have a negative impact on the corruption effort and
positive on performance. To do this, we use the partial derivatives of the two
stress functions in relation to ρ .
The influence of deviation on the corruption effort is

∂ec
= 0 . The level of
∂ρ

compliance achieved by the agent has no influence on the corruption effort. In
other words, the agent may or may not yield to corrupt behavior by strictly adhering to the rules and procedures for public procurement. This is the case for
example when it automatically retains the price as the sole criterion for evaluating offers. This may lead him to reward an offer offering the lowest price because
having the lowest quality. This type of decision is accompanied, in order to be
profitable for the contracting parties to the corruptive transaction, of various
strategies of renegotiations of the contract.
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However, the effect of compliance on the performance of the public procurement
 ∂e p qδβ p

is positive =
> 0  . This suggests that a high level of compliance

2
 ∂ρ 1 − γ

always improves the procurement efficiency. Table 1 summaries the propositions.
Table 1. Summury of propositions.
Parameter
Control

Motivation for per

Discretion p ∈ ]0,1]

Commitment

intensity δ ∈ ]0,1]

Conformity ρ ∈ [ 0,1]

q ∈ [ 0,1]

formance β ∈ ]0,1]

Corruption

1
[ 2γδβ p − b]
1− γ 2

γδ p
( 2q − 1)
1− γ 2

1− q
( −γδβ ) ≤ 0
1− γ 2

γδ p
( 2q − 1)
1− γ 2

0

Performance

δβ p ( ρ − 2 ) < 0

δp
( ρ − q)
1− γ 2

1
δβ 1 − q ( 2 + ρ ) 
1− γ 2

βp
1 + q ( ρ − 2 ) 
1− γ 2 

qδβ p
≥0
1− γ 2

Source: Author.

3. Limitations and Prospects
The proposed model presents a certain number of limits which are as many
tracks for future developments.
The model assumes that the agent is competent and that the act of non-compliance is corrupt. Because of this, the compliance gap has been equated with
corruption. However, non-compliance can raise an incompetence of the agent or
negligence which it derives no profit [35]. On the question, one of the theoretical
works most quoted in the literature is [15]. These authors propose a distinction
between active waste and passive waste to analyze the role of incompetence in
the squandering of public resources, which distinguishes between opportunism
(corruption) and honest incompetence [35].
In addition, we have assumed that performance is solely a function of the effort for the public service. Recent literature has nevertheless stressed that public
procurement is a complex set of transactions [36] that require a set of skills in
law but also in economic analysis and financial management [21]. In its report
on integrity in public procurement, the OECD [4] highlights the lack and inadequacy of the competencies of public procurement officials. This observation
argues for taking into account in the theoretical model of competence in order
to discriminate between the conscious deviant behavior to take advantage of it
and the deviant behavior resulting from a lack of technical abilities [37] [38].
As noted by [35], opportunistic and self-interested behavior is not the only
factor determining a situation in which the agent is not acting in the best interests of the principal. This may be due to (honest) incompetence or lack of information about the principal’s real needs. In his critique of opportunism, Williamson [38] argues that opportunism is not a behavior shared by the majority of
individuals. An agent may well be naturally honest or become honest due to fear
of supervision and sanction and fail to achieve the objectives assigned to him
due to lack of technical skills.
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Another hypothesis has been made implicitly about the objectives of the
agent. The performance has been reduced to a single element. What seems
strong. Because of their instrumental use for socio-economic and environmental
policy purposes, several objectives, sometimes conflicting, are sought in public
procurement by several principals [39]. The objectives assigned to the agent
may, therefore, be poorly defined and consequently the performance will be too
poorly specified. It may be worthwhile to improve the model by including, in
addition to the objective of corruption, separately, the public procurement objective of minimizing costs and the socio-economic policy objective that can
drive rising costs.
The third limiting assumption assumes that the probability of sanction is
equal to the probability of the agent being audited or controlled. The relaxation
of this constraint would make it possible to consider that any control does not
lead to the detection of deviant behaviors. Even better, it might be interesting to
consider that all deviant behavior is not punished. This would lead to retaining a
threshold of deviance to trigger sanctions.
In addition, the model considers the probability of control and sanction as
exogenous. However, the penalty generally results from the observation of a deviant behavior or a red flag given by a third party (evicted bidders, investigative
press, civil society organization, whistleblowers, etc.). This deviation can be the
conduct of procurement procedure below the imposed standard or the production of an effort below that required or the achievement of a performance below
the threshold. It might therefore be interesting to consider that control is a function of the corruption effort and the performance effort. However, it is possible
to have some intuitions about the results of a model with a probability of endogenous control. By imagining that control aims at conforming behavior on the
basis of index of non-conformity or non-performance, an increased effort for
performance should negatively affect the occurrence of the audit and vice versa
for the corruption effort.
Finally, the model did not explicitly include the fact that apart from the internal purchasing tasks delegated by the principal, the agent is engaged in some
kind of external contracts with third parties (political opponents, bidders ousted,
and interest groups). Neither the principal nor the agent are able to control orinfluence them. Even worse, the principal may find himself under the influence
and control of those parties external to public procurement activities. These
third parties as [2] present as opportunists are not necessarily interested in the
success of the contractual relationship. In this case, the behavior of the agent is
no longer solely shaped by the policy (evaluation, incentive, work design) of the
primary principal, but also by the respective policies of the secondary principals
external to the public purchase. This seems to be the situation prevailing in public procurement the influence of civil society, the media, political opponents and
donors is omnipresent.
The inclusion of these opportunistic third parties leads to consider not a multitasking environment with a single principal but a multitasking framework with
DOI: 10.4236/tel.2019.95083
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several principals. Such a framework would lead to consider two hypotheses
about the moral hazard of the agent which is worth the control and the sanction.
The first is as follows: the problem of moral hazard lies in the insufficiency of the
total efforts made. The second posits that the problem of the hazard lies in the
inefficient distribution of efforts between the various tasks (or objectives) or
principal.

4. Conclusions
The aim of the paper was to analyze the effects of integrity concerns on corruption in public procurement and efficiency the procurement contracts. To do this,
the article has considered regulatory and procedural pressure as well as surveillance and control as all mechanisms for controlling corruption and promoting
procurement efficiency. Using the multi-tasking framework of agency theory
developed by Holmstrom and Milgrom [23], the theoretical model highlights
traditional instruments used to fight corruption (oversight and sanction) and to
improve performance (incentives) in public procurement are not always effective. In particular, it shows that the monitoring intensity is likely to produce
completely opposite effects to those intended namely to undermine civil servant’s
motivation to procurement performance and to corruption reduction.
The article draws the conclusion that although monitoring and control can
have many advantages (less discretion leading to less corruption and more performance), the “race to regulatory compliance” can lead to some drift. The consequence is to forget what should be the main objective which is to improve the
performance of the public procurement contracts. However, the problem does
not seem to be specific to public procurement. In fact, as soon as any criterion,
supposed to make it possible to answer a given problematic, takes a predominant
place in a system, then the economic agent may tend to optimize his effort to satisfy this criterion while forgetting the problematic underlying. This does not
mean, however, that the indicator is necessarily bad. This conclusion highlights
the distortion of incentives in public procurement objectives and opens the way
for an analysis of the effects of these distortions on the behavior of the public
buyer.
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